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PREFACE

Alhamdulillah, by the grace of ALLAH S.A.W. who has given his most
generous motivation to the writer to complete this paper entitled *Teaching Speaking
Using Skype Messengers to the second grade students of SMK Kawung 2 Surabaya.”
The writer has tried to focus on using the Skype, to help students easy to
choose the daily English expression correctly. Firstly fulfill one of the requirements
for the SarjanaPendidikan examination; Secondly, to offer some of the possible
teaching techniques of teaching speaking.
I am aware of my weakness that paper is far from perfect therefore. I would
greatly appreciate all comment, criticism and meaningful and helpful suggestion.
Finally, I hope that my writing will be useful particularly to my help self and
generally to the readers who are interested in this field of study.
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ABSTRACT
Key words: Using Skype Messenger and Speaking Skill
Background of this study is an effort to know which medium is suitable to use in
teaching speaking skill. Indonesian students who have learned English for several years
still can notspeak fluent and correctly. So the writer thought that there should be a
solution to cope with that problem. The writer tried to use skype messenger as a media to
solve the problem ‟speaking skill”.
This paper describes about teaching speaking skill using skype messengers of the
second grade of SMK Kawung 2 Surabaya. At the first time, they might get struggle
when they try to speak, were confused what they must speak, were lack of vocabularies,
were passive and looked un-interested in teaching and learning process.
In Conclusion, when they applied and practiced to post their speaking through
using skype messenger with their friends,furthermore, they can cooperate in group learn
to make a draft, to give comment to their friends’ speaking and to revise their speaking
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